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1. Who is Geir Solem and what is your background?

I am the founder of Cryptor Trust group and chief editor of Bitcoin Investor. 
Other businesses I have earlier founded are Elliott Wave Technician, a 
global forecasting company and Cornupia Capital an investment banking 
firm, web site on IPFS based platform on OpenBazaar. We also have a 
foundation called Cryptor Foundation with the main focus on crypto / token 
economy and the right to privacy.

Our forecasting include analysis of the financial market using 
demographics, economic cycles, and Elliott Wave theory / technical 
analysis. I focus mainly on investment in the crypto world based on crypto 
currencies and tokens through Cryptor Trust also available on 
OpenBazaar, which is one of the first and (still one of the few) investment 
groups in the world to introduce a formal capital structure based on Bitcoin,
holding Bitcoin and blockchain related investments as its main assets as 
well as expanding into distributed, blockchain based finance.

2. How did you discover the world of cryptocurrency and the 
blockchain?

I was running my global forecasting business Elliott Wave Technician and 
was publishing a monthly newsletter that covered stocks, currencies, 
commodities, precious metals and demographic trends. I discovered bitcoin
during my research in 2012 but did not pay the proper attention to it, 
because I had noticed that previous attempt to create a digital coin had not 
worked out successfully. I was also aware that the US authorities had 
raided  communities working on creating digital currencies..

3.Did you have a hard time entering this new world at first? If so, which 
ones, or did you start out great right away?

https://www.cryptortrust.com/
https://elliottwavetechnician.com/
http://cryptortrust.com/bitcoin-investor-blog/


The way that Bitcoin was created with its decentralized self organizing 
features was a kind of new world of thinking. I thought that was a 
revolutionary new form of money. I immediately started creating an 
investment community build around crypto currencies. That business has 
turned out to be more work than I ever dreamed of.

4.What do you think is the best crypto currency around?

I think Bitcoin so far is the best currency all things considered. I also think 
Monero is interesting as you have relatively good privacy.

5.How does a person exchange money in this case the euro for crypto 
currencies? 

Well that is still a problem in my opinion. You have fiat to crypto exchanges,
but there are no privacy. Even Local Bitcoin are registering your personal 
info. This creates problems as the personal info gradually are hacked and 
shared over the internet. However, I am optimistic that better solution will 
come in the future as the crypto / token economy evolve.

6. If I have to explain to a child or an elderly person what the blockchain is, 
what do you tell them?

I think that is difficult to explain blockchain in a few sentences so the 
potential is grasped fully. You can define the blockchain as a digital 
distributed ledger but It is more interesting to explain and point out areas it 
can be applied, and its future potential: 

The Internet was the basic platform that made the digitalization 
revolution possible. You could say that digitalization, 
cryptocurrencies, and the blockchain were layers built upon the 



Internet. When we discovered Bitcoin and the blockchain, we 
understood this was a new beginning that opened endless 
opportunities in banking, finance, and commerce on a global 
scale. Eventually there will be an impact in all sectors of the 
economy.

Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies will empower people and 
encourage growth on a large scale. An example of this is that people can 
become their own bank and have full control of their own money which is 
very powerful. The banks will have their Kodak moment coming. The main 
global effect on growth will be more liquidity, diversity, and a substantial 
increase in the number of various participants in all sectors of the economy.

Here are a few examples:
In manufacturing, the trend will be towards local production. In the future, 
you will print out your new mobile on a 3-dimensional printer and download 
the software. You will, of course, be able to choose or create the design of 
the mobile phone yourself.

In the stock market, there will be more investors, listed companies, 
advisors, analysts, etc. It will also create new stock markets, especially in 
the 3rd world. Businesses in the 3rd world will have easier access to 
capital. The barriers for new companies to be listed and investors to invest 
will come down on a global basis.

7. What are your plans in five years  time?

We are soon launching a decentralized exchange for tokens and crypto 
currencies based on IPFS and Ethereum Virtual Machine. The coming 
years will be used to expand the exchange to a global audience. We will 
launch new projects in the coming years with services related to the crypto 
currency and token economy. In addition we will continue to build up our 
investor base and portfolio in the next generation of crypto businesses on 
the distributed decentralized web.



8.Thank you for this

The pleasure was all mine.

New points

Educational groups

Cryptor Trust has built up / curating educational discussion groups / 
communities covering crypto currencies and the blockchain as well as 
related issues on Linkedin (30K+ members), Facebook (14K+ members).

We also have some smaller groups for special purposes like cyber 
security / hacking and darknet on VK (The russian Facebook but the forum 
is in the English language). We just launched a new group on Telegram 
which also cover cyber security, hacking  and darknet.

Last we have a special group covering artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, cyber security and quantum computing on Linkedin (2K+ 
members).

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8371715/
https://t.me/CryptorTrustGroup
https://vk.com/club87272980
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cryptortrust/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/6580131/

